1994 Kelly-Creswell Truck Mounted Striper is built on a FORD CF-8000 Chassis. The striping components were completely redone in 2011. Kelly-Creswell has all the service records for this unit.

- Chassis is a 1994 diesel FORD CF-8000.
- 57,963 miles on chassis.
- Automatic Transmission.
- 2 - M40D skipline controllers.
- 4 - KC-700 Airless Paint Guns (3 - centerline & 1 - edgeline).
- 4 - KC-600 Bead Guns (3 - centerline & 1 - edgeline).
- 2 - 200 gallon SS paint tanks with hydraulic agitators.
- All Stainless Steel Paint Plumbing.
- 2 - 8.6 gpm airless paint pumps, new in 2011.
- 1800# CS Bead Tank with vacuum bead loading.
- 20 gallon SS cleaner tank.
- 1 - 10 gallon air receiver.
- Rear operator cab, with fold out windows & seat assembies.
- KC-78C intercom system with headsets.
- Kubota V1305 auxiliary engine.
- Quincy Model 240 air compressor.
- Arrow board with tilt.
- Strobe light warning system.
- Night light package.
- Additional pictures are available.
- Call for price and additional information.
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